
 

 

Could your Charter School fall victim to the perils of financial mismanagement? 
Don’t be a statistic!  
 
Use this handy report card to help ensure that your organization is following best 
practices.  Give yourself an ‘A’ for all the areas you are excelling at.  
 

Credit Card Spending 

Are ALL credit card expenses monitored and checked monthly?   

Do issued credit cards have limits on balance and purchase amounts?  

Are there controls on the types of purchases allowed on company credit cards?   

Are receipts required for all purchases?   

Invoice Only System 

Do you have a Purchase Order (PO) requirement for most or all purchases?  

Are your staff actively using POs?  

Are invoices paid only after PO matching?   

Is proof of PO required on vendor invoices?  

Are packing slips collected to ensure product delivery?  

Expensing  

Do all purchases and expenses require prior management approval?   

Is there a hierarchy of approvals to ensure higher cost items are pre-approved 
by the appropriate middle and upper management?  

 

Is it easy for approvers to quickly approve expenses and purchase requests?   

Unplanned Buying 

Are purchase requests from multiple staff grouped together and bought in bulk?   

Do you have a list of preferred or must use vendors/suppliers?   

Have you negotiated bulk or volume discounts with your vendors/suppliers?   

Spending Data Sources 
Are documents used to track spending and budgets following the same format?   

Are they easily accessible, up to date and stored in the same place?   

One Person Handles All 

Is the responsibility for purchasing, paying for, and receiving items spread 
amongst multiple people? 

 

Are oversights in place to ensure proper approvals processes are being 
followed?  

 

Bonus: Staff Adherence  Are all staff fully trained on how to use your purchasing/expense process?   

Total:         /20 
 
Not making the honor roll? We’re here to help. Email Contact@Procurify.com  and we can get 
you on track to better financial management and overall success.  
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